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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Dr. Wicker and conference organizers and sponsors!!In the next few minutes I am going to show you how to extend the freshness and marketable shelf life of most seafood, fish and meats sufficiently to literally inventory fresh or ship to virtually any global market using ocean or surface freight – WITHOUT vacuum packaging.Speaking of Partnerships, if there are any entrepreneurs out there that want to take this technology and run with it (after hearing this presentation) let’s talk!

mailto:Larry.bell@freshfoodsolutions.com


The Future Is Fresh! 
Sustainably Fresh! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Future IS Fresh and that is what is really driving the adoption of the technology….Consumers continue to abandon many frozen food offerings in favor of fresh.  Freshness, preservative-free and simple ingredient labels are driving this major shift in consumer preferences. So, if you are selling frozen, consider this…..This technology can enable the conversion of frozen to fresh value chains.  As many of you well know,  fresh usually sells at a higher price than frozen even though freezing and packaging costs are substantially higher compared to fresh. This technology enables inventory and global surface-freight logistics for fresh, eliminating the need  to produce more costly, less profitable frozen product. I’m sure you can think of other fresh possibilities – such as - -Inventory local seasonal productions – fresh in ULO/HCO2 equipped cold storages!Fresh Organics sourced globally via ULO/HCO2 equipped refrigerated CA containers.How about Preservative-free fresh-cooked meals at McDonalds help in ULO/HCO2 equipped meal centers??Sushi from ULO/HCO2 equipped smart vending machines on the streets of Tokyo??I will elaborate on the sustainability benefits shortly.



Most Profitable Categories for REFRIGERATED, Ultra-Low Oxygen/ 
High-CO2 Applications (Transport, Cold Storage, Vending) 

 

• Fresh Fish and Seafood 
• FDA will not allow vacuum packaging 

• Even if Vacuum packaging were safe, it is not a viable technology for further distribution 
beyond the package due to inadequate shelf life remaining 

• Ship fresh by ocean or surface instead of air freight 
• Inventory fresh (instead of frozen) 

 

• Preservative-Free, Fresh-Cooked Meals and Entrees 
• FDA will not allow vacuum packaging 
• Consumers want fresh (not frozen) but, shelf life in air is very short. 
• Inventory in Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 cold storages and sell in smart Vending 

meal centers that prevent spoilage losses. 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultra-low oxygen vacuum packaging for preservative-free fresh fish violates FDA regulations leaving very few options to the fresh seafood/fish industryThe same regulatory constraints exist for preservative-free fresh cooked meals and entrees.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some early commercial scale work done in 2011 in Norway – showing the remarkably fresh quality of farmed salmon fillets stored in ultra-low oxygen/high CO2 at 30 degrees F.The high CO2, combined with proper refrigeration literally arrests microbial growth and spoilage while the ultra-low oxygen stabilizes fats and pigments.



 

Morten Sivertsvik, research manager at Norway’s Nofima institute, said its claims 
should be taken with a pinch of salt. 

 

”We have carried out a huge amount of storing experiments of fresh salmon and there 
is no scientific proof among published articles that you can achieve 30 days of 
freshness with a good quality at the end of such a shelf life, even with temperatures of 
around minus 1 degree Celcius and by removing oxygen and adding carbon dioxide [as 
GFF does],” Sivertsvik told IntraFish. 
 
Media such as IntraFish should have been better at contesting GFF's claims, he said. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an excerpt from a publication back in 2011..DR. Sivertsvik literally disputes the integrity of our results and claims..  I invited him to participate in our work but this was the last we heard from him.In all fairness, what this lack of knowledge illustrates (and reinforces) to me is the most difficult part of doing science in ultra-low oxygen/HCO2 environments…. THE most difficult measurements are of  oxygen concentrations below 1,000 PPM.  Inaccurate oxygen measurements are exacerbated by the rapid and substantial absorption of CO2 by virtually all proteins. If you are going to try and do research on this environment you will need to be capable of measuring ultra-low oxygen levels and CO2 24/7 during your work as the environment is changing constantly, especially during the first 48 to 72 hours.  Residual oxygen is diffusing out of the product and its packaging while CO2 is being rapidly absorbed by the product.



2012 – Fresh-Chilled Farmed Salmon Fillets were 
shipped by ocean from Chile to Tokyo, demonstrating 
power of this major technological Breakthrough. 

• 42-day fresh Chilean salmon fillets, shipped by ocean freight to 
Tokyo were consumed raw (as sashimi) by Japanese experts and 
declared indistinguishable from 6-day fresh, air freighted Norwegian 
salmon.  

 

• Mr. Hiranori Mitsuhashi, Camanchaca, Japan's President was quoted as 
follows -  “I ate the raw salmon and it was as good as fresh salmon shipped 
by air from Norway".. (Email:  hashi-m@camanchaca.jp). 

 

• Samples from shipment also passed Japanese regulatory microbiological 
count requirements for imported fresh fish. 

6 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to make an early historic ocean shipment of fresh salmon fillets from Chile to Japan as they are the most demanding consumers of fresh seafood in the world.  I figured that if we could pass Japanese freshness standards that would be indisputable proof of the commercial viability of the technology. READ SLIDEI hope some of you will be blown away by these real-world results, including satisfying the Japanese microbial count requirements for fresh.  I was and I continue to be amazed as a microbiologist and food scientist.  Farmed fish with very controlled production processes are a perfect match with this technology.  However, we have also held fresh Wild Alaskan salmon in inventory, extending the fresh market of that valuable resource.Since 2012 millions of pounds of fresh Salmon have been shipped by ocean around the world in my packaging version of this technology via BluWrap Inc.  

mailto:hashi-m@camanchaca.jp
mailto:hashi-m@camanchaca.jp
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         DAYS 
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DAYS                                                                 

Variable and not 
predictable. 

Process 

1 Day   1     +   3 to 4   +  10 to 35  +   2 to 3 + 1 to 2     
                                  DAYS                      

4 to 5 MORE RELIABLE days of 
marketable shelf life with > 99% 
LOWER carbon foot print and no 
Styrofoam. 
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Sustainably Fresh 

CA Container DC Distribution 
Retail 

Food Service 

Air freight = 14 Days 

Ocean freight = 40+ Days (enabled by Sustainably Fresh CA Containers) 

Freshness Comparisons (Chile to U.S.) 

Declining Freshness &    
 cold chain Breaks 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More important than how long we can extend freshness is how much MARKETABLE fresh shelf life remains after we extend it!!For example,, in 2012 60% of all the fresh salmon consumed in the U.S. was being flown in by jet airplane, mostly from Chile.  That amounted to 150 million pounds.  That (air freight) supply chain is depicted below the ocean freight supply chain enabled by the technology.The most interesting point to take away from this chart is that even after more than 30 days of refrigerated transport, the fish retains more fresh MARKETABLE shelf life than  airfreighted fresh fish.  Mountains of lab analyses exist around these claims.And, lastly Ocean freight with this CA technology can be less than half of the cost of air freight.



Sustainably Fresh - Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 Ocean Freight Also Enables 
Paper-Based Packaging With Lowest Carbon Footprint & Packaging Waste 
 
  Airfreight produces 99 times more carbon emissions than ocean freight. 

 Global pollution by Styrofoam & other non-biodegradable food packaging 

 Airfreighted perishables are 
shipped in  Styrofoam" boxes that 
end up as non-biodegradable land 
& ocean waste streams. 

 With a 100% refrigerated supply 
chain, can ship in recyclable 
corrugated boxes and paper 
instead of plastic. 
 
 

 

Tokyo Fish Market 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to extending fresh markets globally, this technology enables much more sustainable value chains compared to airfreighted products.Since our current technology is integrated into mechanical refrigeration systems, no Styrofoam is needed to try and keep product cold through refrigeration breaks (breaks in the cold chain).  With this technology you simply pack in corrugated or returnable containers.



2016 - Fresh Pork Shipped Without Vacuum Packaging 

BluWrap and Danish Crown shipped fresh pork from Denmark to 
Australia by ocean in Ultra-Low Oxygen/High CO2 (instead of vacuum 
packaging). 
 

“The pork shipped using the BluWrap packaging technology looked identical on 
the day of opening as it was the day we packed it, despite being 56 days in 
transit without any ice or freezing,” said Tom Petersen, senior manager of quality 
production, Danish Crown who attended the opening in Australia.   “Our 
Australian customer was extremely pleased with the color, texture and yields on 
the product throughout the entire process.  This truly looks like a technology 
that will gain traction in the pork industry.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While fresh meats are safe to vacuum package, related costs are substantial and shelf life frequently inadequate.So, this past year a commercial shipment of non-vacuum packaged pork from Denmark to Australia was made (taking 56 days) demonstrating that this technology could eliminate the vacuum packaging processes and materials employed for fresh meats globally.For reasons I will show you shortly, some vacuum packaged fresh products have NO shelf life remaining when opened.  For example, one unnamed box store wanted help with vacuum packaged Australian lamb ……trying to be diplomatic here but some of you surely have been repulsed upon opening some vacuum packages…



Requirements for maximum natural fresh shelf life 
. 

Chill + high CO2 + ultra-low O2 + refrigeration 
 
 

 

1. Chill perishables down to -1.0C (30F) before packing. 
 

2. High CO2 + proper refrigeration stops microbial spoilage but does not stop 
oxidation of colors and fats. 
 

3. Ultra-low oxygen + proper refrigeration prevents oxidation of colors and 
fats. 

 

 patented conversion of oxygen to water by fuel-cell integrated refrigeration 
system = most cost effective, food-safe and reliable oxygen management means. 

 
 

RESULTS 
 

 > 50 days-fresh Atlantic Salmon fillets vs. < 15 in “air”  - (commercial proof via Global 
Fresh Foods) 
 

 > 90 days fresh precooked entrees and meals vs. <9 in “air” – (expectation) 
 

 > 90 days fresh “case ready” meats vs. <10 in Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) 
– (expectation) 
 

 > 180 days fresh commodity/primal cut meats (without vacuum packaging) – 
(expectation) 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is the recipe for maximum extensions of freshness and marketable shelf life.This is the process that we have commercialized primarily for shipping fresh fish by ocean instead of airplane. This same process is necessary for all perishable products placed into this environment.



CO2 LEVEL Comparison Between 
Vacuum Packaging & Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 Controlled Atmosphere 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let me briefly show you how the technology works, especially how we extend marketable shelf life after removal from ultra-low O2/High CO2 - Ultra-Low Oxygen is accomplished in both vacuum packaging and ULO/HCO2 CA environments. So, the difference (depicted here) is in the CO2 levels between conventional vacuum packaging verses Ultra-low oxygen/High CO2 Controlled Atmosphere environments.Turns out that this is THE most predictive indice of the shelf life of products removed from vacuum packaging verses the high-CO2 environment.Therefore, the next slide will look almost identical to this one…But, just to make the  point!!



SHELF LIFE Comparison after removal from  
Vacuum verses Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 Environments 
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 Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 Controlled Atmosphere 

Vacuum Packaged Meat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given that Ultra-low oxygen is employed in both systems, the huge difference in fresh shelf life – AFTER – removal from these two environments is the much higher CO2 employed in our high-CO2 systems which, with proper refrigeration, virtually stops microbial spoilage over many weeks and even months so that when the product is put back into air it is essentially as fresh (microbiologically) as the day it went into the environment.  In contrast, the lower CO2 level in vacuum packaging permits the growth of some organisms which ensures elimination of oxygen but compromises microbiological quality..So why not flush vacuum packages with higher CO2??Due to the fact that virtually all fresh proteins absorb very large amounts of CO2, the only way more CO2 can be employed in a vacuum package is if you create a high-headspace package that contains at least 35% more CO2 by volume than the space occupied by the product.  However, conventional vacuum packages rely on having zero headspace to achieve Ultra-Low oxygen.   So, a larger headspace is likely to also contain too much residual oxygen remaining due in-part to residual oxygen that continues to evolve from the product after packaging.Therefore high headspace packages are likely to suffer oxidative deterioration (rancidity, browning, off flavors and odors, etc.)  Without the oxygen conversion technology I am presenting.



History of Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 
Controlled Atmosphere Applications (1970s) 
• 1975 – Bell’s graduate work at UC Davis (sponsored by Sea Grant) 

teaches him how critical eliminating oxygen exposure is for 
preventing “browning” of tuna loins. 

• 1975 – During his graduate work Bell also witnesses research (sponsored by 
TransFRESH Corporation) on the application of high-CO2 to extend the fresh 
shelf life of red meats. 

 

• 1978 – Bell (now working for TransFRESH Corporation) manages the 
first commercial shipments of fresh Alaskan Salmon by ocean in high-
CO2 atmospheres. 
 

• 1979 – Bell begins search for ways to eliminate oxygen from 
refrigerated, high-CO2 environments. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will wrap up with a brief history of how the technology evolved commercially on my watch to illustrate how this breakthrough technology evolved.Sea Grant - 1975In 1978 I observed “browning” of a small (but significant) percent of salmon arriving in Seattle by container ship.  Because of my graduate work, I immediately recognized this browning as being caused by oxygen.  Further research on why most of the salmon shipped in these high CO2 modified atmospheres with varying levels of residual oxygen did not exhibit browning demonstrated that fish not adequately chilled within 2 hours of harvest were browning IF sufficient oxygen is available.Since, in Alaska at least, wild salmon harvests can come faster than chilling capacity, we knew we needed to find a way to create ultra-low oxygen in a refrigerated, high-CO2 environment to prevent browning of fresh but not “ultra-fresh” fish.  So, in 1979 I began testing everything in site with no success in the early 1980’s.  It would take almost 10 more years to find a possible solution.



History of Ultra-Low-Oxygen/High-CO2 Controlled 
Atmosphere Applications (1980 - 2000) 

• 1985 – Bell/TransFRESH start collaboration with technology company 
to build first oxygen removal system for refrigerated ultra-low 
oxygen/high-CO2) CA environments. 

 

• based on electrochemical systems for extracting oxygen from seawater on 
nuclear submarines (Giner Inc.). 

 

• 1990’s – Electrochemical Prototype is successfully tested in 
refrigerated shipping containers with first successful shipments of 
fresh-farmed Atlantic salmon fillets from Chile to the U.S. in history. 
 

• However the prototype system was too complex and power-hungry for 
commercial viability 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, selectively removing oxygen via electrochemical means emerged as a functionally viable technology but could we demonstrate COMMERCIAL Viability??The system modeled off of Nuclear Submarine technology proved to be technically viable BUT NOT COMMERCIALLY….Back to the drawing board.



Other Fresh Priorities in the 80’s & 90’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the PARENT company I was working for during these years was a lettuce farming company (not a fresh fish purveyor) – my Science & Technology team was re-assigned the top priority of developing the first, preservative-free, packaged retail salads.  That company ultimately became Fresh Express and launched a new era in preservative-free, fresh packaged produce convenience products.However, the success of these efforts significantly detracted work on the Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 technology during the 80’s and 90’s.



History of Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 Controlled 
Atmosphere Systems (2006 - 2016) 

• 2006 - Bell cofounds Global Fresh Foods with *Dave Schanzer 
• *currently CEO of Plumrose USA 

• Global Fresh Foods is now a “Venture Company” called BluWrap 
(http://bluwrap.com/) and continues to operate this technology globally. 

 

• 2012 – Global Fresh Foods successfully conducts first commercial 
shipments of Fresh-Farmed Chilean Atlantic Salmon to U.S. and Japan. 

• Bell is granted patent for removing oxygen from high-CO2 environments 
contained in flexible packages using fuel-cell-based technology. 

 

• 2012 - Bell recruits professional CEO to operate Global Fresh 
Foods/BluWrap.  

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in 2006 with a co-founder (Dave Schanzer) I decided to form a company to commercialize the technology.That company was incorporated as Global Fresh FoodsDue to a lack of consistently tight-enough (leak-proof) refrigerated shipping containers the Global Fresh Foods (aka BluWrap) system was designed to be contained in 1-ton flexible packages that could then be transported in any refrigerated container.A patent (for ultra-low oxygen, flexible packaging system) issued in 2012.August 2012 - Bell decides to leave Global Fresh Foods in the hands of his Venture Capitalists.

http://bluwrap.com/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new team renamed Global Fresh Foods as BluWrap which continues to operate today.The picture (lower right) was taken inside our Chilean servicing site which must be maintained at 0C.  The BluWrap system is relatively high capital and variable cost but flexible, both in patented architecture and minimum quantity of product required for shipping or inventorying.



High CO2 Packaging Headspace Critical  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 These oversized bags are necessary to satisfy the absorption of CO2 into the protein..The picture shows several 1 ton flexible packages of fresh salmon fillets being serviced.  You can barely see the fuel cell and control box connected to foil bladders containing unpressurized hydrogen for operating the fuel cell (supplying the hydrogen for making water out of the residual oxygen remaining in the system).  



History of Ultra-Low Oxygen/High-CO2 
Controlled Atmosphere Systems (2006 - 2016) 

• 2014 Bell is granted first patent for removing oxygen from rigid 
mechanically refrigerated systems, including refrigerated shipping 
containers, cold storages, vending machines, refrigerators, etc. 
 

• 2016 –Bell partners with engineering firm to build first commercial 
prototype Sustainably Fresh refrigerated shipping container. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After leaving Global Fresh Foods in 2012, I learned that Maersk, the largest manufacturer and operator of refrigerated shipping containers had developed new reefer designs that are reliably leak-tight for maintaining ultra-low oxygen/high CO2 environments and guaranteed by Maersk.Therefore I went back to the drawing board and filed patents on integrating fuel cells into mechanically refrigerated systems to provide users with the lowest cost, most food-safe, turn-key capability for users.  Substantially lower cost compared to the BluWrap system which requires extra manufacturing steps, labor and materials.Integrating the oxygen conversion capability into mechanically refrigerated systems results in the safest and most reliable cold chains possible.



Sustainably Fresh  - Fuel-cell-integrated CA Refrigerated Container 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this refrigeration-integrated technology no investment in cold room space, servicing equipment or labor is necessary, drastically reducing costs.  Our system is designed to be fully automated with consumables and related variable costs in the 2 to 4 cents a pound range (ocean freight excluded).  The system can be licensed, fully operated and controlled by the licensee.  State-of-the-art, new Refrigerated containers are amazingly inexpensive to lease, even after we install our system.In another embodiment of this technology we can use the fuel cells for primary or backup power of the refrigeration system in addition to removing oxygen.   For example, those of you familiar with refrigerated containers will recognize the value of not having to hang portable diesel generators on the container when there are no plug-ins..  Container ships are likely to also be powered by hydrogen and fuel cells in the future making this addition to the system a “natural”.The current status of ultra-low oxygen technology  is that it is available from BluWrap and soon from Sustainably Fresh Systems.   Our priority is adoption (not short-term profit) which is why I remain intentionally  unencumbered by outside investors,  I also have NO fixed overhead.  I do have an issued (in 2014) U.S. utility patent with Japan and Europe pending and a commercial prototype being built by an  engineering partner.  I  would not have spent my personal funds on these assets if I thought alternative technologies could be successfully developed in the foreseeable future.Thank You For Your Time and Interest!!
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